Additives for Superconformal Electroplating of Ag Thin Film for ULSIs
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For Ag electroplating in a damascene structure, two additives were tried in the electrolyte composed of KAg(CN)2 and KCN. One additive, thiourea, played a role as a suppressor and a brightener on a Ag seed layer. The other additive, benzotriazole, worked as an inhibitor on a Cu seed layer whereas it acted as an accelerator on the Ag seed layer. When these two additives were added to the electrolyte, the superconformal electroplating of Ag thin film for ultralarge scale integrateds (ULSIs) was accomplished successfully without defects in the damascene structure with a width of 400 nm and an aspect ratio was 4.
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Additives for Superconformal Electroplating of Ag Thin Film

As the speed of devices increases and the size of chips shrinks in ultralarge scale integrated circuits (ULSIs), Ag is thought to be the next material to Cu that can be an interconnection metal. This is because of its lowest bulk resistivity at room temperature as well as its higher resistance against oxidation and silicide formation compared with Cu.1-3

In Ag thin-film deposition, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) can result in precursor instability and high resistivity due to the carbon content.4,5 Based on the advantages of low process cost, simple facility, and process feasibility, Ag electroplating has a relatively higher potential in thin-film deposition. Ag electroplating has been investigated mainly by Moffat et al.6-9 using KSeCN as an additive.8,9

This study proposes two additives for defect-free Ag thin film in electroplating processes. It focuses on achieving a superconformal electroplating of Ag thin film in trenches without voids and seams through the use of additives.

Experimental

Either a Ag or Cu seed layer 70 nm thick was physical vapor-deposited (PVD) on TiN (10 nm)/Ti(15 nm)/Si/Si(100) substrates. As described in a later section, benzotriazole (BTA) has substrate-dependent properties and this is the reason for the employment of Cu seed. Besides, considering that the conventional seed layer thickness is very thin (<70 nm) compared to the main conductor line, Cu seed layer, although being used in Ag electroplating, does not negate the advantage of employment of Ag as an interconnection material. The TiN and Ti layers were formed by ionized metal plasma (IMP) PVD and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), respectively. In the damascene structure, the aspect ratio was about four and the line width was 400 nm.

An electronic grade Ag bar (1 mm in diameter, 3 cm in length) was used as an anode and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was used as reference electrode.

The electrolyte was composed of 0.92 M KAg(CN)2, 1.1 M KCN, and deionized (DI) water. Weight concentrations of the two organic additives, thiourea (TU) and BTA, were varied from 0.1 to 5 g/L and from 0.01 to 1 g/L, respectively. The Ag electroplating was carried out at a 800 mV vs. SCE, which was predetermined from the linear sweep voltammetry to set the plating in the charge-transfer control region and was controlled by an EG&G scanning potentiostat (model 362) at room temperature. After electroplating, all samples were rinsed with DI water and dried in a continuous N2 stream.

Subsequent annealing process of plated Ag film was performed at 350°C for 30 min in a N2 atmosphere at 20 mTorr.

The surface roughness, filling profile, and the deposition thickness were observed through atomic force microscopy and field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The Ag thin film was characterized using a four-point probe, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD).

Results and Discussion

TU and BTA showed different effects on Ag electroplating depending on the seed layer species. On the planar Ag seed layer, the addition of 5 g/L TU decreased the deposition rate by about 22% and also reduced the surface root-mean-square (rms) roughness by 56%, showing both suppressing and brightening effects (Fig. 1a).

Figure 1. Effect of (a) TU and (b) BTA on the planar Ag seed layer.
Figure 1b exhibits that the acceleration effect of BTA, measuring from 0.01 to 1 g/L increased the deposition rate by 30%.

For the Cu seed layer, TU exhibited the same effects of suppression and brightening as shown in Fig. 2a. But BTA showed a different effect that depended on electroplating time: at the initial stage of Ag electroplating at 60 s BTA behaved like an inhibitor, something that was not observed in the planar Ag seed layer. When the plating time elapsed to 600 s, an increase in the Ag film thickness was detected with an increase of BTA on the Ag seed layer. The inhibition effect at the state of plating was caused by strong adsorption of the BTA on the Cu seed layer.

The best result for filling up the damascene structure was obtained when the combination of TU and BTA was applied to the damascene structure with the Ag seed layer. But even in this best case, the bottom-up fill characteristic was not accomplished. When TU and BTA were applied simultaneously to Ag electroplating in the same damascene structure with the copper seed, superconformal Ag electroplating was achieved successfully with bump formation through the optimized concentration of 5 g/L TU and 0.05 g/L BTA. Figure 3 presents the time-dependent filling profiles and the bumps formed in Fig. 3d, proposed as proof of superconformal by West et al. as well as by Moffat et al. In the incipient stage of Ag electroplating on the Cu seed layer, BTA seemed to work as an inhibitor by adsorption on the Cu surface. As the Ag thin film was formed on the Cu seed, TU played a role as a suppressor and a brightener on the Ag film. BTA accelerated the bottom-up deposition of the Ag thin film as well as inhibited its formation during the initial electroplating time on the exterior of the trenches, resulting in excellent suppression behavior during Cu electrodeposition on the Cu seed layer. However, behavior of BTA on a Ag seed layer seems to be quite different, that is, opposite behavior. Therefore, at the early stage of Ag electroplating on a Cu seed layer, BTA shows a strong inhibition phenomena, as described previously. But once the Ag film is formed on the Cu seed layer, BTA shows an acceleration effect like the phenomena on the Ag seed layer. Therefore, the time-dependent effect of BTA is restricted to electroplating on a Cu seed layer.

Figure 1b exhibits that the acceleration effect of BTA, measuring from 0.01 to 1 g/L increased the deposition rate by 30%.

For the Cu seed layer, TU exhibited the same effects of suppression and brightening as shown in Fig. 2a. But BTA showed a different effect that depended on electroplating time: at the initial stage of Ag electroplating at 60 s BTA behaved like an inhibitor, something that was not observed in the planar Ag seed layer. When the plating time elapsed to 600 s, an increase in the Ag film thickness was detected with an increase of BTA on the Ag seed layer. The inhibition effect at the state of plating was caused by strong adsorption of the BTA on the Cu seed layer (Fig. 2b). As reported in previous paper, BTA showed a strong adsorption on Cu surface, resulting in
the superconformal electroplating of Ag thin film in the damascene structure. From these results, the simple combination of suppressor and accelerator is not valid for Ag electroplating on a Ag seed layer. The differences between Cu and Ag can be classified as two factors; one is the evaluation of new additives and combination of them valid for Ag superfilling and the other is the employment of Cu seed to enhance the role of BTA.

In characterizing Ag thin films, its crystallinity did not change regardless of additives (Fig. 4). In Fig. 5, there was no impurity incorporated into the Ag thin film. In terms of resistivity, the as-plated Ag thin films with additives showed a slightly higher value of 1.92 $\mu\Omega \text{cm}$. But the annealing process at 350°C for 30 min reduced resistivity of the electroplated Ag thin film down to 1.70 $\mu\Omega \text{cm}$ (Table I).

### Conclusion

An experiment was done on electroplating method in cyanide-based electrolyte for Ag interconnection material. The filling characteristics of Ag thin film were considerably affected by the seed layer species and additives. With the addition of two organic additives, TU and BTA, one as a suppressor and the other as an accelerator, respectively, superconformal Ag thin film by electroplating was achieved in the damascene structure with an aspect ratio of 4. No impurities were incorporated in the electroplated Ag thin film. Its resistivity was reduced to 1.70 $\mu\Omega \text{cm}$ from 1.92 $\mu\Omega \text{cm}$ through annealing.
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